The use of manufacturing system reconfiguration in conjunction with maintenance operations has not been previously reported in the literature. This research attempts to incorporate reconfiguration into Preventive Maintenance (PM) actions for improved system performance in terms of reduced total cost. This paper presents an Integrated Reconfiguration and Age-Based Maintenance (IRABM) policy and applies it to a parallel-serial manufacturing system. The expected total cost of implementing the IRABM policy is estimated and minimized through a simulation-based heuristic optimization procedure. Using this method, it is possible to systematically identify the conditions under which the integration of reconfiguration into maintenance is cost effective. In addition, numerical examples demonstrate that the manufacturing system could have a higher probability of fulfilling production requirements at a lower cost under the IRABM policy compared to the conventional age-based PM policy. The influences of the input parameters associated with reconfiguration, production, and reliability on the performance of IRABM policy also are studied.
Introduction
In the 1990s, the manufacturing environment changed from a mass production economy to a customer-driven economy, characterized by aggressive competition on a global scale, high fluctuations in market demand, and rapid arrival of new technologies. To survive in this new competitive market, manufacturing companies must be able to react to changes rapidly and cost effectively (Koren et al., 1999) . Hence, their focus has shifted from cost reduction and quality improvement to cost-effective responsiveness while maintaining the highest possible level of product quality (Mehrabi et al., 2000) .
The Reconfigurable Manufacturing System (RMS) approach has been introduced to address the new challenges present in today's manufacturing environment. As defined by Koren et al. (1999) , an RMS is designed at the outset for rapid change in structure, as well as in hardware and software components, to quickly adjust production capacity and functionality within a part family in response to sudden changes or uncertainties in market or regulatory requirements. Capturing the best characteristics of dedicated manufacturing lines (DML) and flexible manufac- * Corresponding author turing systems (FMS), RMS has customized flexibilitybetween DML and FMS (Mellor, 2002) .
Apart from these external uncertainties, there also exist internal uncertainties inherent in the production process due to machine degradation and failures. Traditionally, maintenance actions deal with these internal uncertainties. Intelligent maintenance strategies can bring enormous savings to a company, while increasing work safety and improving product quality (Djurdjanovic et al., 2003) . For example, a cost-benefit analysis based on data from condition monitoring systems at four plants in Norway showed a high return on investment. The payback time was 2-4 years, and the internal rate of return on investment was 20-55% (Lihovd et al., 1998) . In contrast, the financial ramifications of choosing an inadequate maintenance strategy can be huge since the cost of plant maintenance is only exceeded by the cost of plant ownership (Edwards et al., 2000) . For example, a minute of downtime in an automotive assembly plant can cost as much as $20 000 (Spiewak et al., 2000) .
Maintenance policies can be categorized into two major classes: (i) Corrective Maintenance (CM) policies; and (ii) Preventive Maintenance (PM) policies. According to Wang (2002) , PM usually involves less downtime compared to CM; and since it can be planned, PM helps to avoid or mitigate losses incurred by unexpected failures. Hence, PM is often preferred in practice, and the concept of PM has been extensively studied in the literature (Barlow and Hunter, 1960; Sherif and Smith, 1981; Valdez-Flores and Feldman, 1989) . As defined by Zeng (1997) , PM can be classified into two types: (i) age-based PM, where maintenance is carried out on a schedule derived from running time, mean time between failures, calendar time, etc.; and (ii) condition-based PM, where maintenance is carried out when a quantifiable machine condition indicates the need for repair or replacement. We focus on age-based PM actions and use a reliability model to characterize the failure process.
Along with PM actions, reconfiguration also can be used to address uncertainties caused by degradation and failure. For example, when a failure happens, the job on the failed machine can be re-routed to healthy machines, thus mitigating the impact of the failure on system productivity. Furthermore, if information about machine degradation exists, jobs can be moved from more degraded machines to healthier machines to free the more degraded machines for preventive repairs, thus reducing the disruption caused by the repairs.
Since both maintenance and reconfiguration can be used to protect the production against the inherent uncertainties caused by machine degradation and failures, there is potential benefit in combining them for a less costly and more reliable production system. On the one hand, PM activities interrupt production and change the system reliability, on which reconfiguration decisions are based. On the other hand, reconfiguration actions change the system configuration, thus affecting both the system throughput as well as the equipment and system reliability characteristics. These dynamic interactions between maintenance and reconfiguration necessitate joint decision making that simultaneously optimizes two actions.
To the best of the authors' knowledge, a formal relationship between maintenance and reconfiguration and a systematic methodology for joint decision making have neither been proposed nor investigated in the literature. Maintenance and reconfiguration problems are always treated separately.
Only a few authors have explored various formats of reconfiguration at the operation stage in response to component failures or degradations. However, they did not include PM decisions in conjunction with their reconfiguration actions. For instance, Abdel-Malek (1988) analyzed the problem of reallocating tasks to robots with overlapping envelopes in the presence of different types of failure and repair processes. The reaches of the robots overlap in such a way that if one robot fails, its tasks can be shared by the two adjacent robots. Employing these robots was found to increase both the line efficiency and production rate, regardless of the type of failure and repair processes associated with the robots. Other investigations on the effect of reconfiguration in unreliable systems can be found in Discenzo et al. (2002) , Nourelfath et al. (2002) , Discenzo et al. (2004) and Wu et al. (2006) . All their solutions only consider the application of reconfiguration to failure or degradation process and do not make decisions on PM actions.
Hence, the objective of this paper is to develop an integrated reconfiguration and maintenance policy to improve RMS performance in terms of its system-level cost. A simulation-based study is presented that applies an Integrated Reconfiguration and Age-Based Maintenance (IRABM) policy to a typical parallel-serial subsystem. The simulation model estimates the total cost of implementing the IRABM policy, and then a simulation-based optimization procedure employing evolutionary algorithms minimizes the expected total cost of this integrated policy. Numerical examples are also given to demonstrate that the system has a higher probability of fulfilling production requirements at a lower cost under the integrated policy, compared to a conventional PM policy.
In the next section, a general model for a system with reconfigurable machines is presented with corresponding assumptions. Section 3 discusses the IRABM policy. Section 4 outlines a description of the cost function for system performance evaluation and a procedure for optimizing the proposed policy. Section 5 gives numerical examples of a simple system consisting of four machines to illustrate the results of implementing the proposed integrated reconfiguration and maintenance policy, and to study the sensitivity of the input parameters. Section 6 provides some concluding remarks.
Problem statement
The notation used in the rest of this paper is listed in Table 1 . The focus of this study is a typical parallel-serial reconfigurable manufacturing system producing a single product. This system is required to fulfill a specific production goal, represented as total parts H required to be produced by the line during a certain mission time T M . If the production goal is finished before T M , the system will remain idle until the end of the mission horizon. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , this system consists of two stages without an intermediate n j : number of machines currently available in stage j n rr , n pr ,n rc : total number of reactive repair, preventive repair, reconfiguration. O D/F k : kth operation, k = 1,. . . ,W ; D-dedicated operation, F-flexible operation b: unit time labor cost d: unit penalty for unfulfilled production goal e: number of total operations currently allocated in stage 1 C pd : total cost related to production C rr , C pr , C rc : total cost ot reactive repair, preventive repair, reconfiguration f : unit time cost of reconfiguration G j : total cost under a policy; j= 0: ABM policy; j = 1: IRABM policŷ G j : average total cost of implementing a policy estimated from simulation H: production goal over mission time I s : throughput rate of system s L PR : preventive repair trigger time for machines in stage j I RC : system reliability threshold for reconfiguration Q: total products produced within mission time q k : time to complete the kth operation R s : reliability of system s r rr , r pr : unit resource cost of reactive repair, preventive repair T M : mission time t rr , t pr , t rc : time to reactive repair, preventive repair, reconfigure U s : configuration status of system s V s : operation mode of system s W : total number of operations β j , η j : shape, scale parameter of Weibull distribution for machines in stage j buffer, where N j identical machines serve in stage j. In total, W operations are required to produce a product, of which W −2 operations are dedicated either in stage 1 or stage 2, while two operations are flexible/transferable and can be transferred from one stage to another. A Weibull distribution with shape parameter β j and scale parameter η j where β > 1 and η j > 0 is used to model the reliability of machine M ji (in terms of usage time); β j > 1 implies that the hazard rate is increasing with its usage. A machine's failure is assumed to be signaled instantaneously.
All machines are also assumed to be perfectly repairable, i.e., they can be restored to a "good as new" condition. It is assumed that reactive repair and preventive repair take constant time t rr and t pr , respectively. It is reasonable to assume that t pr is substantially smaller than t rr . As pointed out by Richard Cassady et al. (2000) , this assumption, combined with the increasing hazard rate nature of the machine, implies that it is advantageous to replace the machine before failure. Note that the materials, spare parts, and personnel needed to perform the repairs are assumed in this paper to be always available.
A distinct feature of the system described above is that there is partial functionality overlap between two stagestransferable operations O F a+1 and O F a+2 . As noted earlier, this concept of functionality overlap is considered by Abdel-Malek (1988) and Nourelfath et al. (2002) , where a component's tasks can be completely taken over by other components when it fails. A more general case is considered in our study, where there is only partial overlap between the two stages. This partial overlap makes limited operation transfer between two stages (a type of reconfiguration) possible for the system. Nominally, machines in stage 1 are responsible for its dedicated operations O D k (k = 1, . . . , a) and flexible operation O F a+1 , while machines in stage 2 are responsible for O D k (k = a+ 3, . . . , W ) and O F a+2 . When needed, it is possible to transfer flexible operation O F a+1 from stage 1 to stage 2 or, similarly, transfer operation O F a+2 from stage 2 to stage 1. This kind of operation transfer implies a decrease in the usage rate of the machines that release operations, and an increase in the usage rate of the machines that receive operations. By changing the ratio of their usage rates, operation transfer is actually extending the life of less "healthy" machines at the cost of possibly accelerating the degradation of the "healthier" machines. Consequently, operation transfer affects the equipment reliabilities as well as the functional connections between different pieces of equipment, thus affecting the entire system's reliability characteristics.
Our research objective is to determine the best way to couple the reconfiguration action of operation transfer with a maintenance action, and the advantages and disadvantages of doing so. To investigate these questions, let us consider the following scenario. When the system starts new and each machine is healthy, it is perfectly balanced with flexible operation O F a+1 performed at stage 1 and O F a+2 at stage 2. As time passes, machines degrade and the likelihood of failure of each machine grows until either a failure happens or a machine is stopped for maintenance. The downtime of a machine will dynamically change the number of available machines in the two stages, thus changing the overall system configuration. If at a certain time point, the number of available machines in stage 1 is much larger than that in stage 2, then stage 2 becomes a bottleneck and the weakest link from the system reliability point of view. This provides an opportunity for reconfiguration through transferring operation O F a+2 from stage 2 to stage 1 in order to rebalance the system for a higher throughput rate and reduce the likelihood of a complete stage 2 failure, which potentially would stop the entire system. It is assumed that the operation transfer needs no resources and only requires a certain time to switch control programs.
In summary, the primary advantage of reconfiguration is its ability to improve system throughput and reduce the likelihood of system-wide failure, while the disadvantage is the associated cost of an operation transfer. Achieving the optimal tradeoff between benefits and costs associated with reconfiguration is the focus of the decision-making process in the integrated maintenance and reconfiguration policy that will be described in the next section.
Definition of IRABM and age-based maintenance policies
An IRABM policy is proposed, consisting of the following actions:
1. Preventive repair: preventively repair a machine if its usage is greater than or equal to a predetermined trigger time. The time to complete a preventive repair is a constant, t pr . 2. Reactive repair: if a machine unexpectedly fails between preventive repairs, reactive repair will be immediately performed. The time to complete a reactive repair is a constant, t rr . 3. Reconfiguration: this action transfers operations between the two stages, and the time to complete a transfer is a constant, t rc .
In order to fully define this integrated policy, two parameters describing detailed system status are defined as follows.
1. System operation mode V s : describes the current allocation of transferable operations O F a+1 and O F a+2 within two stages. As shown in Table 2 , there are in total three possible system operation modes. For each system operation mode, the corresponding system throughput rate I s is determined by the processing rate of the bottleneck stage as
where e is the number of operations currently allocated in stage 1 under that specific system operation mode and n j is the number of currently available machines in stage j, i.e., the current capacity of stage j. 2. System configuration status U s : tracks the dynamic system configuration changes due to the start and completion of repairs and is expressed by (n 1 , n 2 ), where n j is the number of machines currently available in stage j.
For each system configuration status, the preferred system operation mode V s * can be found by maximizing the corresponding system throughput rate I s and identifying s * as:
where the system throughput rate I s is given by Equation (1).
Given the two parameters V s and U s that describe the dynamics of the system, we define the IRABM policy (illustrated in Fig. 2 ) as follows.
IRABM policy
1. Repairs (a) Preventively repair a machine M ji if its usage s ji (expressed in time units) is greater than or equal to a predetermined trigger level L j PR . (b) If a machine fails unexpectedly, reactively repair it immediately.
Operation transfers
(a) Whenever a system configuration status U s changes, check if the current system operation mode V s matches the preferred one V s * . (b) If they do NOT match and the current system reliability R s is greater than or equal to a predefined threshold L RC , reconfigure the system to the preferred operation mode V s * (c) Otherwise, do NOT reconfigure.
The predefined threshold value L RC on system reliability is employed to control the reconfiguration action when the system arrives at a new configuration. The system reliability R s < L RC implies that it is very possible that the system will change configuration soon after, or even before, the reconfiguration is complete. So there will be no benefit to reconfiguring during this "transient" system state, and thus the decision is "do NOT reconfigure." For benchmarking purpose, we define An Age-Based Maintenance (ABM) policy as follows.
ABM policy
Preventively repair a machine M ji if its usage is greater than or equal to a predefined trigger time L j PR . If a machine fails unexpectedly, reactively repair it immediately.
With regard to the decision making in these two policies, there are three threshold-type decision variables in the IRABM policy: L j PR (for j = 1, 2) and L RC . The thresholds L 1 PR and L 2 PR define preventive repair intervals to balance between preventively repairing a machine too early or too late. The system reliability threshold L RC determines when a reconfiguration operation should be executed in conjunction with a maintenance action, to obtain the highest combined cost benefits of maintenance and production. In the case of the ABM policy, no reconfiguration is considered and therefore the only decision variables are the preventive repair intervals L j PR for the two stages. The decisions in these two policies are to determine the threshold values for a policy that give the optimal system performance. System performance is evaluated using a cost function defined in the next section.
Evaluation and optimization of the cost effects of the ABM and IRABM policies
The system performance under a maintenance policy is evaluated through the cost functions G 0 and G 1 , which represent the total costs associated with the ABM and IRABM policies, respectively. G 0 and G 1 are expressed as G 0 = C rr + C pr + C pd and G 1 = C rr + C pr + C rc + C pd , where:
r C rr = n rr × (r r + bt rr ): reactive repair cost, equal to the number of reactive repairs (n rr ) occurring during the time T M multiplied by the unit cost per reactive repair, which includes resource cost (r r ) and labor cost (bt rr ).
r C pr = n pr × (r p + bt pr ): preventive repair cost, similar to reactive repair cost.
r C rc = n rc × (ft rc ): reconfiguration cost, equal to the number of reconfigurations (n rc ) occurring during T M multiplied by the unit cost per reconfiguration (ft rc ), which is assumed to be proportional (with coefficient f ) to duration t rc of a reconfiguration (i.e., operation transfer).
which is a penalty for underproduction leading to the goal H being unmet by the end of T M . Suppose that Q is the actual output, then C pd is equal to the unit penalty (d) multiplied by the unmet amount (H − Q).
The highly dynamic and stochastic nature makes it unfeasible to use analytical techniques here. As an alternative, a discrete-event simulation model built in Pro-Model 6 was employed to evaluate the cost effects of the ABM and IRABM policies. During the mission time, each machine undergoes transitions between availability and unavailability due to the following random events:
r Unexpected machine failures followed by a reactive repair, where unexpected failures are simulated following appropriate machine reliability characteristics.
r PM actions invoked on machine M ji every time its usage after the last (preventive or reactive) repair goes over the threshold L j PR .
r In the case of the IRABM policy, reconfiguration events are invoked in conjunction with a preventive repair, whenever the system reliability evaluated based on the machine reliability curves is larger than a predetermined threshold L RC .
Each independent simulation run terminates when either the mission time T M is used up or the production goal H is achieved, whichever comes first. Through the execution of each simulation run k, events of machine starvation and blockages are automatically identified by the simulation software, and the corresponding total cost G k 0 is calculated if the ABM policy is evaluated, or total cost G k 1 is calculated if the IRABM policy is evaluated. By performing a large number of replications (RN = 900 is selected ad hoc throughout this study), one can obtain many independent realizations of total costs, whose average:
is used to depict the effects of a given policy (j = 0: ABM policy; j = 1: IRABM policy). A two-phased heuristic search strategy based on the work of Bowden and Hall (1998) is employed to cooperate with the simulation model in searching for the (nearly) optimal solution. In this two-phased strategy, a genetic algorithm first conducts a globally oriented search (exploration), and then an evolution strategy conducts a more locally oriented search (exploitation). The optimization procedure is implemented using the SimRunner optimizer module of the ProModel 6. Figure 3 illustrates how the simulation model and heuristic search engine work together to perform the optimization. The heuristic search engine creates a set of candidates L = (L 1 PR , L 2 PR , L RC ), then the simulation model estimates the total cost as the fitness level of the candidate solutions, which is expressed through the corresponding average cost functionĜ j (j = 0: ABM; j = 1: IRABM). Based on the fitness level, the heuristic search engine chooses the highest-scored candidates to seed the next generation of candidates. This process is iterated until the criterion of convergence, such as the lack of a significant improvement over a number of iterations or excess of executed iterations, is met (Benson, 1997) .
Numerical example
We present a numerical example to illustrate the proposed IRABM policy and demonstrate its advantages. The focus Fig. 3 . Illustration of the search procedure for the parameters of the IRABM policy. , two of which are flexible. The processing time for each operation is the same, and is denoted as q. For each possible system configuration, its preferred system operation mode that generates the largest throughput rate is given in Table 3 .
For simplicity, a single preventive repair interval L PR (i.e., L PR = L 1 PR = L 2 PR ) for the two stages is first used in the optimization of both the ABM and IRABM policies for this numerical example. Then for comparison, results of using distinctive intervals (i.e., L 1 PR = L 2 PR ) for the two stages are discussed in Section 5.3 to investigate the effects of this simplification.
Benchmarking of the IRABM and ABM policies under a specific scenario
In this section, we define a scenario characterized by the input parameters in Table 4 that will serve as the base case reference for the parameter sensitivity analysis cases in this paper.
Let us compare the ABM and IRABM policies under this scenario. Table 5 shows optimal values of the usage trigger level for preventive repairs L * PR , the system reliability threshold for reconfiguration L * RC , and the corresponding minimized expected total cost G * for both policies. It is clear that the newly proposed IRABM policy outperforms the ABM policy.
The statistical significance of this improvement in the total cost also is investigated. First, for the optimal IRABM and ABM policies, the mean value and 95% confidence interval for their difference in total cost G = G * 1 − G * 0 are calculated from the simulation results (the 95% confidence intervals are calculated according to a method introduced by Banks et al. (2001) ). Then, in order to describe the relative change in the total cost induced by incorporating reconfiguration, the mean and confidence interval for G are normalized by Table 5 shows that the expected cost benefit of reconfiguration is statistically significant. The expected change in total cost E[ G] is −24.05% with the normalized 95% confidence interval CI[ G] being [−26.89%, −21.20%]. Since this confidence interval is entirely to the left of zero, there is at least a 95% confidence that there will be a decrease of at least 21% in the total cost due to the introduction of reconfiguration. The P-value being almost zero convinces us that reconfiguration is almost certainly cost beneficial. Table A1 (in the Appendix) shows that both productionrelated cost C pd and all remaining costs (i.e., C rr + C pr + C rc ) associated with the maintenance/reconfiguration actions are reduced under the integrated policy. Furthermore, these reductions are statistically significant with P-values of almost zero. It also can be noted that less frequent preventive repairs are needed after incorporating reconfiguration, since the preventive repair interval increased from 77 time units under the ABM policy to 96 time units under the IRABM policy. This is primarily because the system can endure a larger number of unexpected failures when the failures' impacts can be compensated by the operation transfer offered by the IRABM policy. In other words, the IRABM policy can tolerate more unexpected failures between scheduled repairs than can the ABM policy, on average 34.36 repairs vs. 28.41 repairs, respectively, in this numerical example.
An optimized preventive repair interval (L * PR ) defines the duration a machine can run without being interrupted by preventive repair, and therefore represents a lower bound on a machine's reliability while it is operating. Based on this lower bound, the overall lower bound (LB) on system reliability when at least one machine is available can be calculated as
Since L * RC is the system reliability threshold for reconfiguration, it will not be feasible unless it is larger than the overall system reliability lower bound (i.e., L RC > LB). In our benchmarking example, the optimal solution for the IRABM policy is L * PR = 96 and L * RC = 0.40, thus LB = 0.1704 < L * RC = 0.40, which means that the system reliability can possibly be lower than its threshold to invoke a reconfiguration. In other words, this optimal L * RC is confirmed to be feasible for controlling the reconfiguration ac-tions. Note that this validity check has been conducted on each pair of L * PR and L * RC corresponding to the optimal IRABM policies for all the following numerical studies, and in all cases the optimized L * RC satisfied the condition L * RC > LB.
Effects of the system parameters on the performance of the optimal IRABM and ABM policies
In this section, the effects of the input parameters on the optimal IRABM policy are studied. These input parameters are discussed in the following categories:
1. Reconfiguration-related parameters: time to reconfigure (t rc ) and unit time cost of reconfiguration (f ). 2. Production-related parameters: unit penalty (d) for unfulfilled production goal and production goal (H).
Reliability-related parameters: shape parameter of
Weibull reliability distribution (β). 4. Repair-related parameters: time to reactive repair t rr and time to preventive repair t pr .
Effects of reconfiguration-related parameters
The results obtained for various reconfiguration times (t rc ) are shown in Fig. 5 (corresponding numerical values in Table A2 in the Appendix). As t rc incrementally increases from 1 to 3 time units, the optimal expected total cost G * under the IRABM policy increases, and the improvement in total cost incurred by the introduction of reconfiguration becomes statistically insignificant, with the P-value increasing from zero to 0.88. This shows that the performance of Effect of time to reconfigure t rc on the optimal IRABM policy: (a) optimal expected total cost increases with t rc ; and (b) improvement in the total cost by incorporating reconfiguration becomes statistically insignificant when t rc = 3. (Note that when colon t rc increases to 3.1, the optimal IRABM policy becomes an ABM policy.) the optimal IRABM policy significantly degrades with an increase in the time required for reconfiguration, because the direct cost of reconfiguration proportionally increases with the time to reconfigure t rc , and the benefits of rebalancing are marginalized by the large time delay t rc . When t rc reaches 3.1 time units or larger, the reliability threshold L * RC reaches one and the optimal IRABM policy becomes an ABM policy with the preventive repair interval of 77 time units, indicating that reconfiguration is no longer cost beneficial and is prohibited under larger t rc .
Furthermore, the decrease in the preventive repair interval L * PR shows that increasing t rc necessitates more frequent preventive repairs. This might be because the harm caused by unexpected failures becomes more difficult to compensate by reconfiguration, which is more time consuming and more costly for larger t rc .
Another input parameter directly related to reconfiguration is its unit time cost f . The results obtained for various parameters f are shown in Fig. 6 (corresponding numerical values enclosed in Table A3 in the Appendix). As f increases Fig. 6 . Effect of unit time cost f of reconfiguration on the optimal IRABM policy: (a) optimal expected total cost increases with f ; and (b) when f increases to three, the optimal IRABM policy becomes an ABM policy. Fig. 7 . Effect of unit penalty d for unfulfilled production goal on the optimal IRABM policy: (a) optimal expected total cost under both the ABM and IRABM policies increases with d; (b) cost benefit of reconfiguration increases with d; (c) as d increases, the optimal IRABM policy produces more products until the system reaches its production capacity; and (d) percentage contribution of production cost C pd to the total cost G monotonically increases with d. from 0.2 to 2.0 ($ per time unit), the expected total cost G * associated with optimal IRABM policies increases, which can be explained by the proportional increase in reconfiguration cost with the increase in unit time cost of reconfiguration. Although the relative improvement |E[ G]| in total cost decreases from 24.05 to 8.40%, the reduction in total cost under the IRABM policy is always statistically significant with a confidence level of 0.05. When f gets to a significantly larger value of three or four ($ per time unit), L * RC reaches one and the optimal IRABM policy degrades to an ABM policy (points F and G shown in Fig. 6(a) ) with a preventive repair interval of 77 time units, showing that reconfiguration is no longer beneficial when its unit time cost is too large.
The results of the sensitivity study on the time to reconfigure t rc and the unit time cost f of reconfiguration show that when t rc and f are lower, reconfiguration is cost beneficial and the IRABM policy is better with respect to total cost. However, for larger t rc and f , reconfiguration is no longer cost beneficial and the optimal policy is to perform no reconfiguration at all.
Effects of production-related parameters
To determine the effect of the unit penalty for unfulfilled production, d is varied for a fixed production goal H of 850 parts. As Fig. 7(a) shows (corresponding numerical values enclosed in Table A4 in the Appendix), when d increases from $0.1 per part to $40 per part, the optimized expected total cost G * under both the IRABM policy and the ABM policy increase due to a higher penalty for unfulfilled production. The improvement in total cost by introducing reconfiguration is always statistically significant with a confidence level of 0.05, and the relative improvement in total cost |E[ G]| increases (as shown in Fig. 7(b) ) from 6.09 to 27.24%. This means that reconfiguration becomes more beneficial when the unit penalty is larger, because a larger unit penalty for unfulfilled production increases the significance of increasing the production rate by rebalancing the system through operation transfer.
It is worth noting how the IRABM and ABM policies behave when d takes extreme values. First, when d is very small as $ 0.1 per part, the optimal IRABM policy produces fewer products than the optimal ABM policy, which means that Fig. 8 . Effect of production goal H on the optimal IRABM policy: (a) optimized expected total cost under both the ABM and IRABM policies increases with H; (b) as H becomes more and more stringent, the cost benefit of reconfiguration goes up, then down; (c) optimal IRABM policy produces more products under higher production goal; and (d) as H grows, the system has a smaller probability of meeting the production target.
the IRABM policy has a larger production-related cost. However, reconfiguration can still create a reduction in total cost under this case, since repair costs can be brought down as less frequent preventive repair is needed and fewer unexpected failures occur with the help of operation transfer.
Second, when d increases to $20 per part, the optimal solution with respect to the expected total cost becomes the optimal solution with respect to the expected total number of products. As Fig. 7(c) and Table A4 show, when d is larger than $20 per part, the optimal solution remains the same and the total number of products produced stays Q * = 839.19. Further investigation shows that this is also the solution with the maximum total number of products. This can be explained by the percentage of production-related cost C pd (i.e., the penalty for not meeting the production target) in the total cost G. As shown in Fig. 7(d) , this percentage monotonically increases with d. Hence, the productionrelated cost starts to dominate the cost associated with repairs and reconfigurations when the unit penalty for unmet production target gets larger, in which case producing as many products as possible becomes the first priority. Thus, the optimization of the IRABM policy is actually carried out with respect to the expected system throughput.
Then the performances of the optimal IRABM policies under different production goals (H) are investigated as shown in Fig. 8 (corresponding numerical values are given in Table A5 in the Appendix). Figure 8(a) shows that the performances of both the optimal IRABM and ABM policies degrade as the production target increases, as expected, due to the increased penalty for not meeting the production target. Furthermore, when H grows from 650 to 850 parts, the improvement in the total cost |E[ G]| increases from 4.43 to 24.05% (as shown in Fig. 8(b) ). This can be explained by the increased benefits of the reconfiguration enhancing system throughput when the production target becomes more stringent and difficult to fulfill. However, when H reaches 900 parts and the production target becomes even more aggressive, |E[ G]| decreases to 20.07%, showing that the cost benefit of reconfiguration declines instead of continuing to increase. Further investigation finds that the optimal IRABM policies when H = 850 or 900 parts produce the maximum production output. The reason for this phenomenon is the same as when the unit penalty d for not meeting the production target is large. When the production target is high, avoiding a penalty due to not meeting the target outweighs all other costs related to repairs and reconfigurations, thus making the goal of producing as many products as possible the first priority. This also can be verified in the monotonic increase in the percentage of the production-related cost C pd in the total cost G. Note that when H = 900 parts, the production-related cost contributes more than half (53.04%) of the total cost. So when H becomes more aggressive and far beyond the system's production capacity, the cost benefit of reconfiguration is reduced due to increased penalty for the unmet demand.
In addition, probabilities that the system could fulfill the production target within the mission time T M under both IRABM and ABM policies are also calculated to investigate the impact of the production target on system performance. As Fig. 8(d) shows, when the production target is low (650 or 700 parts), both policies are certain to satisfy the demand, incurring a zero production-related cost. Under these circumstances, the IRABM policy still outperforms the ABM policy by reducing repair costs, since operation transfer can respond to downtime and help reduce system downtime. On the other hand, when the production target is high, both policies have a lower probability of fulfilling the production target, but the proposed IRABM policy always has a larger probability to satisfy the demand than the ABM policy. Consequently, the IRABM policy has a lower total cost than the ABM policy by producing more products. This improvement increases as the production target becomes more aggressive and the production-related cost starts to dominate the total cost.
In conclusion, the effects of input parameters related to production on the optimal IRABM policy are investigated in this section. Results show that the cost benefit of reconfiguration increases with d and H, until the system reaches its production capacity with a sufficiently large d and H. When this is the case (i. e., for large d and H) , the IRABM policy optimization is actually carried out with respect to the expected total number of products, since the production penalty starts to dominate the total remaining costs associated with repairs and reconfigurations.
Effects of reliability-related parameters
To investigate the influence of reliability distribution parameters on the performance of maintenance policies, the shape parameter β in the Weibull reliability distribution is varied from three in the baseline example to two and to four, with η being fixed at 100 time units. As Fig. 9 (a) and Table A6 (in the Appendix) show, when β incrementally increases from two to four, the performance of both the ABM and IRABM policies improve in terms of a decreased total cost and increased total number of products. With η remaining the same, a larger β implies a larger mean value and a smaller standard deviation of a component's time to failure. Such improvements in component reliability contribute to the improvements in the performance of both maintenance policies. Fig. 9 . Effect of the shape parameter β of the Weibull reliability distribution: (a) cost benefit of reconfiguration is smaller for larger β; and (b) failure rate corresponding to the optimal preventive repair interval (L PR * ) increases with β under both policies.
While the performance of both maintenance policies improves, the relative decrease in total cost that can be attributed to reconfiguration becomes less significant as β increases. To explain this, we first plot the failure rate curves under different β values to represent the corresponding failure behavior of the components. As Fig. 9(b) shows, for each β, the component's failure rate increases with its usage and this rising rate dramatically increases with β. We then identify the corresponding optimal preventive repair intervals L * PR under both policies on each failure rate curve. Under each policy, the limiting failure rate corresponding to the optimal L * PR increases with β. It is also obvious that with reconfiguration, the limiting failure rate is larger under the IRABM policy compared to that under the ABM policy, suggesting that the machine can be allowed to operate under a higher failure rate before it is preventively repaired. In addition, the difference between these two limiting fail-ure rates gets larger for larger β values due to the increased slope in the failure rate curve; hence, the cost effect of reconfiguration becomes less significant as β incrementally increases from two to four.
Effects of uncertainties in repair times
In this section, the assumption of a constant repair time is relaxed. It will be assumed that the repair times follow Normal distributions.
In order to examine the influence of uncertainties in repair times on the performance of the maintenance policies, the mean values in Normal distributions for repair times are chosen to be the same as those in the deterministic case, and the standard deviations are increased from 0.1 to 0.2, and then to 0.3 times the corresponding mean (reactive or preventive) repair time. As Fig. 10(a) shows (corresponding numerical values are given in Table A7 in the Appendix), Fig. 10 . Influences of uncertainties in the repair times: (a) optimized expected total cost under both the ABM and IRABM policies increases as the variance in the repair times increases; (b) cost benefit of reconfiguration becomes more significant when the variance in the repair times increases; (c) optimal IRABM policy produces fewer products as the variance in the repair times increases; and (d) percentage contribution of the production cost C pd to the total cost G increases as the variance in the repair times increases. the performances of both policies degrade with increased expected total cost corresponding to larger variances of the repair times. This can be easily explained by the increased uncertainties brought into the system. As Fig. 10(b) shows, when the uncertainties in the repair times are first introduced into the system, the relative improvement in total cost induced by reconfiguration with random repair times is significantly larger than that with deterministic repair times. This significant improvement indicates that reconfiguration can also help the system to cost-effectively react to the uncertainties caused by random repair times.
The changes in the performance under both policies from the production perspective are shown in Figs. 10(c) and (d). As Fig. 10(c) shows, both policies produce fewer products under larger variances in the repair times, which is again due to the increased uncertainties in the repair times. The dominance of the IRABM production curve implies that the reconfiguration's ability to rebalance the manufacturing system enables the integrated policy to consistently produce more than the ABM policy. The cost benefit of this rebalancing capability becomes more significant under conditions with larger variances in the repair times ( Fig. 10(b) ). One can also see that an increase in the uncertainties (variances) of the repair times also leads to the production-related cost C pd contributing more to the total cost ( Fig. 10(d) ) and begins to dominate all other costs that are related to repair and reconfiguration actions. This can be explained by the fact that an increased uncertainty in the repair times results in a higher likelihood that the machine downtime could be so long that production goals can not be met, thus leading to a higher likelihood of an unmet production penalty being incurred, and consequently the production-related cost being increased.
Discussion on decision variable L PR
In this section, the use of two distinctive preventive repair intervals for two stages is investigated for the baseline example, and the results are compared to the simplified strategy using a single L PR for the two stages. As previously mentioned in the numerical study, a single preventive repair interval (i.e., L PR = L 1 PR = L 2 PR ) is used for the two stages for simplicity. This simplification enables us to clearly explain the relationship between L PR and L RC and see the effect of input parameters on optimal solutions. Here we explore the potential loss caused by this simplified strategy, because the two stages do not necessarily have to have the same optimal preventive repair (PR) intervals. Specifically, stage 2 may not need to be preventively repaired as frequently as stage 1 since, for example, the machines in stage 2 may be starved by the downtime of machines in stage 1, because there is no buffer between these two stages (at least not in this study). Presumably, having different PR intervals for the two stages may generate better results. Hence, in the following discussion, the system performance under two strategies will be compared in two ways.
As Table 6 shows, the system performance in terms of the expected total cost under both policies can be improved by nearly 7% using two distinctive PR intervals for the two stages, and these improvements are statistically significant. Note that L 1 * PR > L 2 * PR under both policies, which is consistent with our earlier heuristic observation that stage 2 can be preventively repaired less frequently than stage 1.
In conclusion, using the simplified strategy by employing one single PR interval for both stages results in a conservative estimation of the cost benefits of the integrated policy, as shown in Table 7 . Nevertheless, this simplification may be reasonable, especially when the speed of calculation is critical and computational resources are scarce, since fewer variables need to be optimized.
Conclusions
This paper presents an integrated approach for the joint optimization of PM and reconfiguration operations in RMS.
The proposed method has been developed for a general two-stage parallel-serial system with a reconfigurable capability to transfer operations between the two stages. The PM schedule with interval L PR is coordinated with the reconfiguration decisions based on the threshold L RC of the system reliability whenever the system configuration is changed by the start or completion of repairs. A simulation-based optimization methodology has been developed to optimize the expected total cost of the IRABM policy. A numerical analysis is used to verify the cost benefit of incorporating reconfiguration into maintenance actions. The IRABM policy is proven to have the advantages of rebalancing the system for a larger throughput and reducing the chance of system-wide failure. When the savings in maintenance cost and production cost (i.e., penalty for unfulfilled demand) induced by reconfiguration outweigh the added reconfiguration cost, the total cost is reduced compared to the ABM policy. The effect of the input parameters associated with reconfiguration, production, reliability, and repair are also investigated in the numerical example. The results show that these parameters have a significant impact on the optimal IRABM policy, and the proposed approach provides a useful tool for identifying the circumstances under which incorporating reconfiguration into maintenance is cost beneficial. In addition, the impact of simplifying assumptions on decision-making strategy is discussed. Results show that our conclusion is robust to these simplifications in that the proposed IRABM policy can always achieve a superior performance in terms of a reduced total cost, compared to ABM policy without reconfiguration. His research and teaching interests are in the area of manufacturing science and engineering, with special focuses on precision machining, manufacturing process modeling and control, statistical quality design and improvement, micro/meso systems and manufacturing processes, and intelligent monitoring, maintenance and service systems.
